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Some at home, many more abroad, raise skeptical questions 

“ Af uy 

vo JFK's Murde: Sowers of Doubt 
Almost from the first, the crime of the 

‘tentury seemed hardly a mystery, A 
“Sure 9O minutes after John F. Kennedy 
was shot down in Dallas last Nov. 22, 
Awee Harvey Oswald was under arrest. 
Before the night was out, he was for- 
wmally charged with the assassination. 
Within two days, he had been tried in 
sthe press, convicted in the public mind, 
and executed by small-time  strip-joint 
impresario Jack Ruby. It was open and 
‘shut—or was it? 
"A nagging chorus of doubts was 
“abroad on both sides of the Atlantic last 

vk, the dissenting opinions of a world 

Hiét vet wholly convinced that Oswald— 
‘grid Oswald alone—killed the President. 
“Some of the alternate views were 
Beil farfetched: it was a plot by the 

ndieate, or the CIA, or labor rack- 
“theers, or a ring of Dallas cops. Yet such - 
‘fle 2s are only the most imaginative mak- 

Sng the rounds in the absence of a final, 
“Mithoritative account of the case. Some 
‘of the doubts are political, the specula- 
“Hons of those given to a conspiratorial 

Siew of events. The far right has been 
‘telatively quiet, content to rest its case 

6H Oswald’s private “Marxism” and his 
dawo-vear defection to Russia as ipso 
facto evidence of a Communist plot. The 
pice of the left has been  lustier, 
‘Ehrown onto the defensive by Oswald's 

nolitique, it has applied reverse English 
te the conspiracy theo the suspect 
suas really an FBI hireling, a erypto- 
-ghtist—if he was involved at all. 
a’, But even in the middle, some Ameri- 
tcans—and many Europeans—simply find 
4 hard to believe that so great a crime 
should be so random, so absurd, so de- 
woid of motivation and mystery as it 
seems in the official ‘view. 

It was precisely to settle aj ye doubts 
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that Lyndon B. Johnson named his ex- 
traordinary commission of inquiry with 
Chief Justice Earl Warren as chairman. 
But the commission is still taking testi- 
mony in private, its verdict still two or 
three months away. Until that verdict is 
in, the public case against Oswald re- 
mains a collage of statements and mis- 
statements by Dallas authorities in 
the first chaotic days after the a: 
sination, patched up piecemeal by un- 
attributed leaks from Washington and 

amateur sleuthing by newsmen. 
Grab Bag: That mixed bag has been 

a grab bag for the doubters, a source of 
loopholes and contradictions for anyone 
with the time and the will to subject the 
press accounts to a close, selective exe- 
gesis. Conspiracy theories are common 
currency abroad. And an ex-Communist 
American in Paris, Thomas Buchanan, 
seems destined for the widest circulation, 
with one of the most fanciful rees 
structions of all: Oswald was little mors 
than an errand boy and, finally, the fa 
guy in a plot involving several Dalla 
policemen. His account—serialized 
the Paris tabloid L’'Express—has | 
snapped up by book publishers throug! 
out Europe, 

And Oswald is not without defend 
in the U.S, His most ardent advocat 
has been Mark Lane, a New York la 

sialist in a lonely, losing campaign fam 
conflict-oFinterest legislation as a on® 
term state assemblyman, He had 
ready argued Oswald’s innocence in gig 
lengthy “brief” published in the leftid 
National Guardian when the suspec' 
mother, Marguerite, named him d% 
fense counsel to her late son. Singi 
he has carried his cause onto the ce 
lege _} e circuit; the Warren coggy 
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misdion> itself. Tdemeat baad ‘#0 Hedin. 
And critiques by other skeptics have 
appeared in several liberal journals, 
among them The New Republic, The 
Nation, and Commentary. 
D Questions: The critiques are a 
mixed lot, some based entirely on news- 
paper_accounts, others—inclnding. Lane's 
tfleshed out by on-scene inquiries in 
Dallas. Yet they share an instinct for 

the soft spots in the case thus far made 
public. With official sources under or- 
ders to’ button up until the Warren re- 
pert is in, the doubters have raised 
some puzzling questions for which only 
incomplete answers are now available. 
» The key points: 

F 
5 Did all the shots fired at the Ken- 
tedy motorcade really come from the 
sixth floor of the Texas School Book 
Depository, where Oswald worked? 

> The doubters argue that one, at least, 

eame from a railroad overpass or a 
grassy knoll dead ahead of the motor- 
éade—not from the Depository to the 
rear, Several witnesses thought that was 
the angle of fire, and so did the cop 
who first broadcast a report of the as- 

sassination, Moreover, doctors at first 
described a wound just below the Presi- 

dent's Adam's apple as an entry wound 
+an impossible shot from the rear. Two 
newsmen reported seeing a bullet hole 
im the windshield of the Kennedy lim- 
ousine. And some press tallies of the 
number of recovered bullets suggest 
that four or five shots were fired—not 
three as officially indicated. 

Investigators simply dismiss ear-wit- 
ness accounts of where the shots came 
from; besides, no known witnesses saw 
a rifle on the knoll or the overpass, 
while some reported seeing a gun bar- 
rel in the Depository window. They 
also discount the entry-wound diagnosis 
as the fleeting impression of doctors be- 
fore they opened the President's throat 
in the attempt to save his life. Accord- 
ing to subsequent leaks, an autopsy at 
Bethesda, Md., showed the President 

had been hit twice from behind—once 
in the back of the shoulder, once in the 
back of the head. A third shot hit Texas 
Gov. John Connally in the back. 

Authorities remain convinced that no 
other shots were fired. By their count, 

the bullet that hit Connally lodged in 
his leg. Another fell from Mr, Ken- 
nedy’s body when he was placed on a 
stretcher—thus giving rise to reports of 

a fourth bullet. The third bullet frag. 
mented: one chunk exited through Mr. 
Kennedy's throat, and another searred 

the inner layer of glass in the three-ply 
middle windshield. There wasn't so 
much as a bump on the outer layer, 
said one commission insider—and there 
was no bullet bole. 
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In the first moments, Depository su- 
perintendent Roy Truly and a_police- 
man dashed into the building, bounded 
up to the second floor, and spotted 
Oswald coolly sipping a Coke in the 
cafeteria—a bare 30 seconds, by Truly’s 

estimate, after the final shot. Truly him- 
self figures it would have taken a man 
at least that long to get downstairs from 
the sixth floor. And the doubters insist 
the killer would have lost still more 
time crossing the sixth-floor room—to 

hide the rifle-and buying the Coke 
from a cafeteria coin machine, Their 
conclusion; Oswald would have to have 
been in two places at once. And further 
complicating the picture was the entry 
a cabbie jotted in his log when a man 
he identified as Oswald boarded later. 
His notation said 12:30 p.m.; the as- 
sassination was at 12:31. The doubters 
grant that the entry might have been 
a rough guess. But they feel it never- 
theless raises questions since, by official 
accounts, Oswald first walked seven 

® Bhadanay lag. Gainey 

“Were found on the rifle, 

* rooming ho 
sometime between 12:45 and 1 p; 

Investigators doubt whether Truly 
upstairs quite so quickly as he said | 
did; their assumption is that the assas§ 
got a head start downstairs in the e 
fusion immediately after a 

saying he customarily | 
in fifteen-minute bloc 
might mean any time 

Could Oswald have fired the shotg 

The doubters say not even an exp 
could have scored three hits with 
murder weapon—an Italian army rifle 
in the estimated five and a half seconitgg 
involved. They quote one published 
port that no palm prints or fingerpringl 

They cite t 

‘Hegative results of paraffin tests on G 

fired a rifle. 
®*Investigative sources insist that thi 
Wa palm print matching Oswald’s—pigah 
S0me clothing particles traceable to Wg 
‘Shirt he wore to work that morni 
“They write off paraffin tests as inc 

lusive. They insist that the rifle fou 
By Dallas police in the Depository v 

@ one Oswald bought under 
iSsumed name, despite some initial ¢8 

sion in identifying it. And, so authi 
Hes say, ballistics tests show it fired 4 
ffiree shots. Could Oswald have shot" 
fast? Some experts say others ni 
Avestigators simply note that the fiy 
and-a-half-second estimate is only “RM 
estimate, anyway. Their unbudging cfs 

lusion: Oswald could—and did. y 

AIDid Oswald shoot down Dallas 
‘trolman ).D. Tippit? 

<The doubters question whether’ 
tes ‘ 
Was the man who gunned down Tipf 
in the street 3 miles from the: assassija] 

ves, 

ribtion didn’t fit Oswald. 
s claim three: witnesses I ise 

ken frora him. 

Wes there a conspiracy? 

The doubters find portents apl 
At there was, starting with Oswalg 

Ey escape from the Depository 
swift arrest miles away, ending W 

‘own death at Ruby's hands ing 
Bercely credible security bungle. Som 

fider how Oswald slipped out of 
Hiding unless someone let him oy fy 

bers doubt the official account thag 

. They ques



‘f@dvance? And Ruby's oct of vengeance 
| Rirred the deepest suspicions of all; a 
| uis Harris poll showed that fully 40 

vr cent of the U.S. public still believes 
ere was some link between the two. 

. Tip on a Slip: For Oswald's es- 
ape, there is only the alternative the- 

y that he slipped out before police 
puld seal off the building—a process 
at took four or five minutes by Truly’s 

timate. There was a headcount, but 
he first police broadcasts describing the 
spect were based on a tip from a by- 

fatander who had seen a man who looked 
Gaxe Oswald leave the building, By the 

me police were ready to name Oswald 
: the air, he had already been ar- 
tested. And Ruby? Beyond the word of 
mixed lot of witnesses who claimed to 

ive seen him with Oswald, authorities: 
Ry there is no solid evidence of ps 
Prinection. 

Yet the virtually impossible problegg. 
proving a negative is likely to leave 

e case forever open to doubt by thoge 
a 10 favor the conspiratorial views: 
sa © 1,” said one Justice Department laws 
te “LT can't prove that I didn’t conspi 
“peith Oswald to kill the President.” 

e end, all he and his colleagues 
lo is raise the corollary question of ju 

alone why—all the for a logge 
«es involved would enter a le 

oof effort to frame Oswald if he wag 
jocent or to shield his fellow plate 

be was part of u conspiracy. 

,Cne favored answer among Re 
tbters is that Oswald was on 

ayroll of the FBI, the CIA, or some 
ner agency and that authorig e 

* Hoth the FBI and CIA 
vaplovin Oswald. Yet*uf, 

fe doubts are at last to be laid to rests: 
¢ Warren commission will have to 
wvincingly with that question and 4 

Tpjated one; why Oswald wasn’t kept 
er surveillance during the Presidey 
visit as a known leftist and a som 

e defector. FBI officials dismiss 
puestion: as “Monday morning quart@ 

wcking”; the doubters go on doubtiay 
Niomework: Some, indeed, have 
lady written off the Warren commissh 

| the mistaken g; ground that it is limiti 
Rs inquiry to evidence already collec 
nd digested by the FBI. The com 
Han actually is going far beyond: it 
pened 40 key witne: sses thus £ 

| BPtements Gorn” pe erhaps 150 oth 
pOur own investigation,” says one mé 

“has been much more exhaus| 

painfy 
some 

commissioners are 
of the doubters; 

p e RS aco, : 
commission is under Presidential order 
not to discuss the case until its report i 

in, Meantime, the commission has taker) 
pa‘ns not only to collect its own first. 
hand evidence but to submit it to skepti 
cal review even before the report is 
written. On its invitation, the American 
Bar Association has d'spatched a rotat 
ing series of lawyers ta look out fox 
Oswald's interests. And, though its pro- 
ceedings have been closed to public 
view, the commission plans eventuallyg 

publi h the testimony it has taken.5 
had one objective,” a corm 

fler says: “the truth.” But di 
its account of the truth is publish 
the doubters—and  theorizers—at 
and abroad have the field to thems 


